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"Violent Clashes at Ein Al Hilwa Camp Forces Residents and 

Palestinian Syrian Families to Flee"  

 
 

 

 Fatah Official Died in Daraa Camp Due to Torture in the Syrian prisons 

 Solidarity Sit-in in Yarmouk and Khan Al Shieh Camps in Solidarity with 

the People of Ein el-Hilweh Refugee Camp 

 Medical Staff Protest in the Yarmouk Refugee Camp in Front of Palestine 

Hospital  

 Al-Nusra Release Palestinian Refugees from Neirab 

 Syrian Security Forces Arrest a Palestinian Refugee from his Home in Neirab 

 Egyptian Authorities Deport 10 Detainees from Karmouz Prison to Sweden 

 Two  Palestinian Syrian Refugees Missed on the Austrian-Hungarian Border  

 400 Food Baskets Distribution to Jaramana Residents in Damascus Suburb 
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Victims 

The Palestinian refugee Saed Mohammed Al-Rashayda, an official of 

Fatah in Daraa Camp died due to torture in the prisons of the Syrian 

Regime after being detained for more than two years. 

The AGPS monitoring and documentation team documented the death of 

414 Palestinian refugees who died due to torture in the prisons of the 

Syrian Regime during the past few years. 

 
Saed Mohammed Al-Rashayda 

Recent Updates 

Ein Al Hilwa camp in Sidon south Lebanon witnessed large migration of 

displaced Syrian and Palestinian families on Monday night because of 

the violent clashes that broke out between Fatah and Jund al-Sham 

against the backdrop of the assassination attempt of the Palestinian 

national security official in Ein el-Hilweh camp, Mr. Saed Al Armoushi. 

Rockets were used in the clashes, which led to the death of three victims 

and a large number of wounded, including the Palestinian Syrian refugee 

Izz al-Din Hayel Hamada from Sbeina camp. 
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According to the AGPS correspondent at Ain al-Hilweh, that Syrian and 

Palestinian families were forced to flee fearing for their lives and the 

lives of their children, as they have fled to Sidon municipality, Izz al-Din 

al-Qassammosque, and Alhanan Wedding hall. 

 
The migration of Ein el-Hilweh camp residents 

Our correspondent added that residents demanded all forces and 

authorities concerned to intervene to stop the bloodshed in the camp, 

which would only affect residents of the camp. 

The displaced people launched a distress call to charity and civil work 

institutions in order to provide them with food and some supplies. 

It should be noted that the number of Palestinian Syrian families 

displaced to the Ain al-Hilweh refugee camp is about 1400 family, and 

suffer from very difficult economic and living conditions, in addition to 

their unclear and unstable legal situation, especially with regard to 

residencies. 

In this context, the residents of the Yarmouk camp in Damascus and Khan 

Al- Sheeh condemned sit-ins in solidarity with the people of Ein Al-
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Hilweh camp in Lebanon in which the activists demanded halting the 

fighting and bleeding blood that is being shed in the camp.  

 
The solidarity sit-in in Yarmouk camp 

They also appealed to the Palestinian factions to intervene in order to 

restore security and safety to the camp and to return back its residents 

who fled from the camp. In addition, the activists carried banners written 

in it "Al-Yarmouk - Khan Al- Sheeh - Nahr Al-Bared - Ein Al-Hilweh are 

a witnessed camps on the plight of Palestine and the weakness of the 

nation", "Ain Al-Hilweh residents are sheding tears - Ein Al-Hilweh, Al-

Yarmouk will be with you towards death "," the warring parties in Ain Al-

Hilweh, take a lesson from Nahr al-Bared."  

On the other hand, the medical staff of the Palestinian Red Crescent 

Society organized a sit-in yesterday in front of a hospital in Palestine in 

the Yarmouk camp to demand "UNRWA" agency, the International Red 

Cross, Syrian Red Crescent , and the medical and humanitarian 

organizations to allow the entry of medicine and medical supplies to the 

camp due to the deterioration of the health situation in the camp as well 

as the suffering of the camp from a severe shortage of medicines and the 
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spread of many chronic diseases ,disease typhoid, and jaundice among 

Al-Yarmouk residents. 

 
The Palestinian Red Crescent Society sit-in  

On August 13, 2015, the "Medical and Surgical Rescue Center in the 

Yarmouk camp" appealed to the medical institutions and doctors Union 

to assume their responsibilities towards the trapped civilians in the 

Yarmouk camp since there have been cases of death due to lack of 

medicines and health care, and the lack of suitable possibilities. 

On August 18, doctors of the Yarmouk camp also held a press conference 

for the working doctors under the title " disease and not medicine" on the 

Youth Support Centre inside the besieged camp in which it shed light on 

the medical and health situation dire in the camp and difficulties in their 

work to cure the residents of the camp. While on August 19, 2015, 

UNRWA said that 10 cases of typhoid disease had been confirmed among 

the people of the Yarmouk camp. 

 The media spokesman of "UNRWA," Sami Mushasha, confirmed on the 

outbreak of typhoid disease among the residents whom the United 

Nations provide assistance to them. In addition, he pointed out that the 
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priority of UNRWA is to provide humanitarian aid to civilians in Al-

Yarmouk itself. 

 It is noteworthy that the regular army and groups of the Popular Front - 

General Command siege of the camp is considered the cause of the 

interruption of all hospitals and clinics from work due to preventing the 

introduction of materials and medical supplies. 

Aas well as most of the relief agencies stopped working inside the camp 

because of the threat of state regulation ISIS who dominated the camp 

early last April in coordination and support from the members of the Al-

Nusra Front. In the north of the Syrian, Al-Nusra Front for the 

Palestinian Refugees released "Muhammad Asad" and "Hamouda 

Hourani" residents of Al-Neirab camp who are working with the Popular 

Committees pro-Syrian regime in Aleppo after being arrested on August 

20, noting that the Al-Nusra Front had announced its intention to timely 

submit it to the Sharia Court. 

 

Arrest 

Syrian security forces arrested the Palestinian refugee "Adham Dakwar" 

from Nairab camp at dawn today from his home without knowing the 

reasons behind his arrest. 

It is noteworthy that the Syrian security forces and its pro groups; such 

as AlQuds brigade,  stresses down on residents and conducting raids and 

searches of homes and arrest youth, prompting them to migrate to 

neighboring areas and Turkey. 
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Egypt 

Egyptian authorities deported 10 detainees from Karmuoz prison to 

Sweden, while the third and final group, which was chosen by Sweden, 

will be deported on 15/09/2015; note that in 9-8-2015,a family of four 

members was deported, while the 11-member-group, which was chosen 

by France, is waiting for French approval for deportation. 

A group of detainees had left Egypt after the approval of the German 

authorities to take them on 06.16.2015, and numbered 42, including 

women and children. 

It is noteworthy that the Egyptian authorities arrested "56" Palestinian 

refugees from Syria while trying to reach Italy from Turkish beaches, 

where they were victims to a scam by smugglers who left them on one of 

the islands off the Egyptian beaches. 

 

Hungary  

The two Palestinian refugees, Hasan Al Wahibi and Kamal Hasan Al 

Wahibi, were lost at the Hungarian- Austrian border several days ago 
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while travelling to Europe, and up to the moment of writing no 

information or news about them. 

It should be noted that the son Kamal is physically disabled, and they are 

from Khan Al Shieh camp. 

It is worth mentioning that Hungary is one of the most important 

European countries of transit by land towards the countries of asylum, 

while refugees go Salonika at Greece, then Macedonia and Serbia and 

then Hungary and then to Austria. 

However, many Palestinian and Syrian immigrants suffer due to their 

fingerprint, due to the rejection of the European asylum countries to give 

them residencies with exceptions; yet, the current decision would be a 

lifeline for immigrants, according to some analysts. 

 

Civil Work Committees 

Al Mutarahimon campaign, launched by Al Marhama campaign, in 

coordination with the Charity Committee, distributed 400 food baskets to 

Jaramana residents, as it prepared 2000 food baskets and 3500 school 

bags, in addition to baby milk to be distributed later to the residents of 

the Palestinian camps. 

It is worth mentioning that most Palestinian Syrian families rely on aid, 

especially in light of the ongoing war, the worsening economic 

conditions, and the spread of unemployment. 
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Numbers and Statistics till 25/8/2015 

 15,500 Palestinian Syrian refugees in Jordan, 45,000 Palestinian 

Syrian refugees in Lebanon, and 6,000 refugees in Egypt, 

according to the UNRWA's statistics till July 2015. 

 At least 36,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

 The Yarmouk Camp: - Siege, imposed by the Regular Army and 

PFGC, continued for 784 days respectively. In addition, power 

cuts continued for more than 854 days, water was cut for 344 days 

respectively. The number of victims due to the siege has reached to 

180 victims.  

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 646 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - Residents have left the camp for 8476 days after 

the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 491 days without water and 70% 

of its buildings were demolished. 

 Jarmana, AL Saieda Zainab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the economic 

crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center 

are still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Shieh road.  


